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Abstraet - A system for measuring liquid leve) in multiple tanks
using optica) fibre technology has beeo developed. Oil field
sernce industry can be benefited from this intrinsically safe
technology. Plastic optical fibre (POF) sensor heads are excited
by a 650 nm 18ser. Laser diodes are housed in ST connectors to
obtain compact aud rough prototypes and these connectors are
also used in the fibre pigtails. Optical multiplexing is used to

increase the measuring safety area. POF splitters and
connectors are used to combine all the receiving sensor head
fibres in a single one. Frequency Division Multiplexing is used
to address each sensor head. The global system is controUed
through a user friendly software application running in a pe
connected to the system via an RS·232 port. A sealable
prototype with a range greater than 2 meter, good linearity,
better than 1.5% FS (full seale), high accuracy and resolution is
developed using a unique lens to collimate and focus the light.
Measurements are taken to validate the designs. Up to 8 sensor
heads can be connected in the present implementation. But a
greater number of sensor s can be allocated with minor
modifications in the electronícs.
1. INTRODUCTlON

Intrinsically safe measurements are critical in a wide range
of industrial environments 8uch as inflammable atmospheres.
Nowadays, a visual inspection of fuel level in open tanks is
earried out in many petrol stations. In this way, the need to
fill up is detected along with a control of fuel delivery. But,
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) are emitted while
opening the tanks, deteriorating ozone layer and being able to
hurt operator health. The VOC's emíssion was the 20 % of
the total poUutant emission in 1998 [1]. Although the
inspection process is relatively fast, this process is carried out
many times in many petrol stations. Electronic systems have
been developed and financed for instaUation in countries
such as Mexico [2] to overcome the aboye mentioned
problems.
There are severa1 methods for measuring and remote
monitoring liquid levels. Mechanieal float-type level
indicating devices have been used to measure fluid levels by
plaeing a float in the vessel itself. This method provides
accurate readings but requires frequent calibration and
maintenance because it is an intrusive method so the liquid
can deteriorate the hardware. Other disadvantage is Ihat the
electronics must be kept close to the measuring point.
Ultrasonic level detectors avoid direct contact with the fluid,
using a transmitter/receiver but suffers from inaccuracies
causes by varying temperatures and densities in the area
aboye the fluid level and from potential confusion of echoes
[3]. Microwave and radar indicators also avoid contact with
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the fluid but in sorne designs inaccurate measurements are
obtained in fluids with poor dielecrric constants. Depending
on the operation frequency, the antenna dimensions can limit
the minimal distanee to 'the liquid surfaee to be measured.
Even more, all previous methóds are electronic in nature so
they suffer from intrinsic safety conceros. As with any
electronic device, there are necessarily, heat generating
companents that create, no matter how remote, the possibility
of hazardous situations when used in areas where flarnmable
materials are present. So an extra cost must be considered to
make these techniques suitable for inflammable atrnospheres
with no risk.
Optical technologies with optical fibres are inrrinsicaUy
safe in nature, with no risk of explosion even under
malfunction operation, because inside the tank and the
surroundings there is only inert materials sueh as optical
fibres. The optical technology has other advantages such as
no EMI, low weight and as a transmission media: low loss
and wide bandwidth.
Different laser and optical instrumentation devices have
beeo already used in level measurement systems, such as the
patent described in [4]. But in any ofthem the laser, so the
electronic driver, is in the sensor head. To avoid electronic
presence in the measuring po'int, aptica1 tibres shauld be used
in the sensor head. This idea has been used in different
optieal sensors but for measuring short distanees or just as
simple control level devices [5-8]. A remote sensor head
based on optical fibres for long distanee is reported in [9] bul
using different lenses from transrnitter and receiver fibre"s
with the complexion related to Ihis disposition, Ihe measuring
principie is different and none optical multiplexing is
diseussed.
In this paper, a multi-sensor system for level
measurements which is based on optical tibres to be used in
the head transducers and as the Iransmission media along Ihe
optieal network, is presented. Mulliple tanks or point
measurements are addressed using Frequency Division
MuItiplexing and optical fibre directional couplers.
Optoelectronies circuits are developed for properly
conditioning Ihe laser output and the light reflected off the
liquíd surface. Control and Data acquisition in the system is
developed using a microcontroller which is connected via
RS-232 port to the Pe. Novel principIe of operation is also
discussed and 2 different sensor heads are characterized.
11. STRUCTURE, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
A sehematic of Ihe multi-sensor, scalable system can be
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Assuming Ihal:
!he absorplion of !he laser radialion by Ihe air is
negligible,
!he emitter libre is placed in a way !hal libre
numerical aperture does nol produce any limitalion,
!he power is uniforrnly distribuled in !he laser cross
section;
!he signal generaled by !he pholodiode, which is plaeed
behind Ihe reeeplor libre should be proportional lo !he rale of
Ihe eommon area between !he relleeled beam and Ihe lens,
S"rn, lo !he lolal area of !he relleeled beam, Stot. As Ihe
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Fig. 1. A schematic ofthe multi-sensor system

seen in Fig. l. Oplical libres are used in Ihe sensor heads and
for oplical mulliplexing lO address differenl lanks wilhoul
using mulliple cables. This syslem allows an intrinsically
safe level measurement with a simple, modular and cost
effeclive solulion. In Ihe following we are going lo describe

distanee between Ihe libre centres and D Ihe distanee
between Ihe lens and !he liquid surfaee, !he expression for Ihe
phOlodiode signal ,P, is as follows:

(1 )

the general architecture, the measuring principie and a more

delailed description of Ihe differenl blocks. Design and
developmenl aspects will be covered.
A. PrincipIe ofoperation

The attenualion of Ihe lighl transmitted from Ihe sensor,
rellecled off Ihe liquid surface and returned lo Ihe receiver
libre depends on !he dislance from Ihe sensor head lo Ihe
liquid surface.
A unique lens is used lo collimale Ihe incidenl beam and lO
focus Ihe rellecled beam. The emitter libre is placed in Ihe
lens' focal plane, near Ihe focus, f Therefore, behind Ihe
lens, Ihere is a collimaled beam Ihal is lilled a little angle,
referred lo Ihe lens oplical axis. The beam is rellecled by Ihe
liquid surface and come back to the leos (see discontinuous
trace on Fig. 2). Due lO Ihe menlioned angle, the beam
suffers a lateral displacemenl, Ihal depends on Ihe dislance
between Ihe lens and Ihe liquid surface, D. Consequently, Ihe
lens colleels only a part of Ihe beam, whose image is forrned
on Ihe focal plane, in a point syrnmetric lO Ihe emitter libre in
relalion lo Ihe focus. The receplor libre is placed in Ihis
position.

receiver fibre

:,J:

where Z} and Z] are functions of ah

a]

and c. Being c the

distanee between Ihe centres of Ihe eireumferenees shown in
Fig. 3, whieh is given by:

D

c=s-

(2)

J'

k is a eonslanl which is included in equalion (1) lo take inlo
aeeounl effeels sueh as Ihe liquid relleetanee, fibre
attenuation, etc.

If Ihe beam was well eollimaled, Ihe radius of Ihe lens and
Ihe refleeled beam should be Ihe same. But depending on Ihe
alígnment tolerances, a small bearn divergence can be

eonsidered.
As distance increases the collected light at the receiver lens

deereases. Bul, in equal eondilions, al a same dislance, !he
eolleeled power inereases for lenses having a higher
diameler. Differenl behaviours can be expeeled depending on
the lens parameters. So various sensor heads with different

lenses have been developed as reported in seelion III.
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Fig. 2. A schematic showing the incident _and reflected --- beam
path depending on the location of the leos and the emitter and
receiver fibres.
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Fig. 3. Cornmon area between the lens and the reflected bearn on the

liquid surface.
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Fig. 4. Photograph of 2 sensor heads.

B. System architecture.

The light signal used to measure the level is emitted by the
generation unit, transrnitted to the tank and collected once it
is reflected off the liquid surface by the sensor heads. It is
converted to the electrical dornain by the processing unit to
properly extraet the desired information and adequate the
signals to the rnicrocontroller. These signals are sent to the
Personal Computer pe, via RS232 port. A software
application is developed to configure thc systern and show
the rneasurcrnent results.

Scalability of the system is reached using Frequency
Division Multiplexing (FDM) technique for addressing the
signals ofthe rnultiple sensors. Each sensor head uses a laser

diode modulated at a specific frequency, after being reflected
at the liquid surface they are op/ically mulliplexed in a single
fibre and transmitted to the processing unit.
1) Sensor heads: They are made ofthe emitter and receiver
fibres. Both are POF with a Imm diameter and a 0.47
nurnerieal aperture. Having an attenuation of O.24dB/m at

650nm. They also include the collimatinglfocusing lens and
the meehanical parts to align the sensors perpendicular to the
liquid surface. In our design we have used a fibre receptacle

base, which is supported by a base surface in "L" shape
where the lens is placed in front ofthe fibres [10]. The lens
determines the range and sensitivity of each sensor. The

photograph of two sensors heads are shown in Fig. 4. These
sensors have lenses with different focal length and diameter
and are rnade of different materials.

2) Generation, detection and processing unit (GDP unit):
Genera/ion circuits include the laser diodes, S6505MG
(5mW maximum output power), fuat we have housed in
metal ST-connectors (see Fig. 5) using the thermal bonding
compound TBS from Electrolube. This compound has an
excellent tensile strength, a very good thermal conductivity
and excellent electric insulation characteristics. The
generation circuits have also the laser diode drivers IC-WJ
from le haus in analog modulation during CW operation, in
the kHz range, with stabilisation of the average power. These
drivers are excited using a differential pair with discrete
bipolar transistors BC547 and an XR-22606 function
generator, from Exar Integrated ·System, operating as a
sinusoidal generator.
A regulator with a current limit and a slow turning on
circuit is implemented to prevent the laser diode destruetion.
MOSFET Digital switches (BUK556-60) are used to control
the driver activation.
The detection includes the reception and the demodulation
circuits. The first one has the optical to electrical (OE)
converter, using a photodiode IF D91 from Industrial Fiber
Optics housed in a "connector-Iess" style POF package with
a 0.2ftNftW responsivity @ 632nm and a rise and fall times
of 5ns. A transimpedance amplifier follows it, made of an
operational amplifier LF357 with a capacitance in fue
feedback loop to filter the noise at high frequencies.
Amplification and filtering is reached using 3 inverting
stages with integrated circiüts TL081 and a cw decoupling
capacitor. The last stage has a variable gain to optimise the
final gain.
The dernodulation cireuit is the responsible to extraet the
information of each sensor. A block diagram showing the
different elements can be seen in Fig. 6. An 8-channel
multiplexor DG528 from MAXIM has been used. DC
decoupling is accomplished using TL081 in an inverting
configuration with a capacitor at the input. AD633 multiplier
from Analog Devices, a second order Sallen-Key low-pass
filter and an inverting amplifier, both with TL0810A, are
used.
A logarithmic stage allows having a linear behaviour of
the calibration curve, because there is an almost exponential
dependence from the measured output power and the liquid

Fig. 6. Block diagram of the demodulator circuit
Fig. 5. Photograph an ST fibre pigtail and the laser
houscd in a ST connector.
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minimum position. It is made of a resistive divider connected
to a. voltage regula!or to avoid undesirable voltage

mstabIlltIes and a non-mverting amplifier. A jumper is used
to allow a connection to 8 different offset circuits in case of
multiplexing different sensor heads. A final variable gain
stage is used to adjust the output power at +5V when the tank
is full.
The processing unit ineludes the acquisition system that
converts the analog signals from the demodulator to the
digital input signals to the microcontroller. It is used an 8
bits CMOS AlD converter, ADC0804LCN from National
Semiconductors, with a reference voltage of 2.5V supplied
byanLM336. OptionaBy a variable reference voltage can be
used m case of having different sensors as it has been done
with the offset circuits. Microcontroller output signals are
changed to the voltage levels compatible with the RS232
protocol using the ST232CN chip.
The basic functions of the microcontroller are controlling
the system and the communication with the PC. Controlling
acti<?ns ¡neludes:
•
Laser diode drivers ON and OFF control.
• To decide the sampling sequence of Ibe different
sensors and actuation over the multiplexer control
signals.
•
The selection of the number of measurements to be
taken in each sensor.
The communication with the pe is full duplex:
• From the PC to the microcontroller for configuring the
system.
From the microcontroller 10 the PC for sending the
measurements.
A TMEL AT89C52 controls the activation of Ibe 8 laser
diode drivers through its port 2. The information of the
activatio.n stage of each sensor is saved in a specific register.
Addr~s~mg ~f the sensors is done in an ascendant sequence,
first Jt JS venfied if the sensor is ON and in the affirmative
case the measurements are taken. This process is controlled
through port l. The information sent from the PC ineludes

lIIlI

.é::'J ,:

Fig. 7. Calibration curve afthe 2 sensors heads befare and
afier the logarithmic stage.

level in the tank (see Fig. 7). This linear dependence allows
having the same precision in Ibe whole range. The offset
stage is used to adjust Ibe output power at OV when the tank
is empty or when the liquid level in the tank is at the

"-:-:Qi§...,

Fig. 8. Software application. Alanns leve! configuration
the number of sensors, their stage of operation, the nwnber of
measurements in each sensor and the interval between
measurements.

3) pe & software application: Data reception, postprocessmg and monitoring are done in the pe. A userfriendly software interface is developed in Visual Basic to
show, in real time, the level in the different tanks and the
alanns activation in case of surpassing predetennined risk
levels. Another feature ineluded is the configuration of the
system: the number of tanks and sensors in each tank Ibe
type of liquid, the number of samples to be taken in ~ach
measure and the ¡nterval between measurements.
An example of one of the software application screens, the
alann levels configuration, selected in the tools menu is
shown in Fig. 8. In this case, 8 tanks are defined with an
upper (Límite Superior) and lower (Límite Inferior) level of
risk, having 6 alarms ON and 2 OFF.
On Fig. 9 it can be seen the level measurements graphicalIy
and numencally 10 mm, the alann levels stage and its value jf
they are ON. In tank (depósito) 6 !he risk level is surpassed
so an alarm message (ALARMA) appears on the screen.

Fig. 9. Software application. Level
measurements and alarms stage in each tank.
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conditioned the generation, detection and processing unit
design and implementation. But, apar! from the electronics

and optoelectronics included in the previous subsections, it is
necessary to recombine all the light signals in the optical
domain for transmitting them to the GDP unit using a single
aptical fiber, allowing a wider intrinsically safe area in the

measurement process. To do so aptical recombiners are used.
In Fig. 10, two configurations are shown. The first ene, Fig.
10.a., uses 2x I devices in cascade to multiplex all the sensor
heads. The other proposed option uses 2x I and 4x I devices.
Also 8xl devices can be used but they have high losses and

are less cornmonly fabricated.
The output single fiber is long enough to connect the wholc
sensor heads with the GDP unit. In typical petrol stations, the
link will be of tenths of metcrs.

III. TESTS
In the following we are going to describe the most relevant
tests we have done to the different blocks of fue system.
Laser diode drivers operation has beeo tested. To do so,
apart from measuring its bandwidth, it has been measured the
average and peak to peak output power during 12 hours using
a set up automatically controlled through HPYEE. The
results show a 1.3% deviation in the average power and a
maximum 3% deviation in the peak to peak power during the
12 hours test periodo lt has been measured that los ses in the
laser diode output for being embedded in metal ST
connectors are of 1.7 dB.
Software application has been validated. Different screens
can be seen under operation conditions in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.
Two different sensor heads (shown in Fig. 4) have been
calibrated using our muiti-sensor system. To do so, we have
adjusted both sensors. The minimum output of the system in
the small sensor at 207cm is set to 0.5Y with the offset
circuit. The maximum output of the small sensor is set to 5 V
modifying the gain stage for a 17 cm distance. The measured

120

170

220

Distanc. (cm)
Fig. 11. Full calibration for the bigger sensor.

Fig. 10. Optical multiplexing of 8 sensors in a
single fibre

This software application can also be used for inventory
purposes.
4) Oplical multiplexing and iransmission: Scalability of the
system is achieved using FDM technique. This feature has

70

ealibration curves can be seen in Fig. 7. We see that the
logarithmic stage effectively produces a linear output
response. On the other hand, as it was expected, the bigger
sensor (having a bigger lens diameter) has a smaller slope,
because can collect much more light at the same distance
(see Fig. 3) and the output voltage range was adjusted for the
other sensor head. So if the potentiometer is changed for
adjusting the 5Y output for the 2m range in this sensor it will
have a higher sensitivity.
A full calibration is carried out for the bigger sensor,
inc1uding a greater number of measuring points than in the
ealibration reported in Fig. 7. Measurements are taken each
I cm. The first measure is taken when the liquid surface is at
207cm from the sensor head. At this point the offset is set to
have OY at the output. The last measurement is taken at
17cm, setting the gain to have a 5Y output signa!. The
measures have been averaged in the oscilloscope TDS210,
having a greater number of samples in the longer distances.
Measured ealibration curve is shown in Fig. 11 and it can
been seen that the system has a good linearity. A straight line
has been fitted to the measured output voltage over the span
37cm to 207 cm. System linearity is calculated as the
maxímum devíation between actual and linear predicted
output voltage. Linearity is better than 1.5% FS from 37cm
to 207 cm. The tirst measurements do not follow the same
linear relation, this effeet at shorter distances ís not as elearly
shown in the smaller sensor (see Fig. 7). For that span a
system sensitivity ofO.02V/cm is obtained.
Test beneh limitations have conditioned the 2 meter range.
The output power at the maximum distance measured is high
enough to allow increasing the measuring range.

Fig. 12. Photograph ofthe measurements in the oscilloscope.
Detection unit (above), and reception circuit (below) outputs.
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